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A .Case Report Illustrating the Use of
Creative 'Wrjt~ng 'As A Therapeutic"
.
ReCreation Intervention in a'Dualdiagnosis Residential Treatment
.Center
.

Charles Gillispie

Creative writing can be used as a therapeutic recreation intervention in a dual-diagnosis,
.residential treatment program. A case report of a 24-year-old woman with diagnoses of Alcohol
Abuse, Recurrent Major Depression and Impulse Control Disorder is presented which illustrates
the use of ~reative writing as a treatment intervention. Therapeutic recreation goals can be
achieved by utilizing creative writing techniques as demonstrated by this case.
i . . -; . .
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tention in' the literature (Murray 1~97; Rancourt, 1991) as has the use of creative wnting
in the·treatrrlent of ehemical dependency (Al.:
schuler, 2000; Gillispie, 2001: Mazza, 1979),

Introduction
The use of creative writing as a therapeutic
recreation intervention has received some at-
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Murray presented joumaling as a tool for the" to entering a romantic relationship with a male
Certified Therapeutic Recreational Specialist with whom she attended school.
, In light of this information, ~atty was ad_ (CTRS) to u~e in helping patients generate
insight through self-reflection and explore op~ , mitted into treatment with a preliminary diagtio;ns regaidirig pertinent clinical issues. Ran- nosis of Alcohol Abuse, Recurrent Major Decourt described creative writing in general as pressIon and Impulse Control Disorder. The
aD integral part of a Comprehensiye Leisure treatment center she was admitted into ,con-'
Education Progrlj1ll (CLEP) in which patients sisted'of ten adobe buildings spread out across
in treatment for substance abuse rec'ognize~ fifty acres of rural desert land. Patients lived
the need for creativity in their recovery. Al- together in groups of four in dorm-style housschuler, Gillispie and Mazza demonstrate~ the ing units,' sharing a com.IDon bathroom and
use of poetry as an effective means of helping study area. The dOIm rooms were comfortable
patiep.ts with chemiC?al dependencies to iden- and decorated with a Southwestern theme. The
tify 'and process feelings, clarify values and entire pa,tieht population" which ' numb~ted
about fifty, shared a common r~creation
receive positive support from peers.
lounge in a building separate from the housing
The purpose of this article is to present a
units: ':fhe lounge provided large sofas and
Case report on the use of creative writing as
stuffed cliairs, as well as a stone fireplace. A
part of a comprehensive therapeutic recreation
common exercise room, carpeted and air-conprograni ~ va dual~diagnosis, r~sidential treatditioned, was also available for use. Patients
ment center. In order to maintain patient conate meals together in a cafeteria-style dining
fidentiality, a pseUdonym has been chosen for
hall, which included a complete salad bar and
the subject, of this case report and other biosandwic~ bar. They attended lectur~s together
graphical information that may compromise in a large group room equipped with an eraseanonymity has been fictionalized.
board and a,n over-head projector and attended
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sniall~r groups in cozier rooms with tile.floors,
woven rugs, and folk art hung on'the walls.
The clinical program' was based. on the
Patty was a 24 year-old, single white feconcept of milieu therapy. Patients met fomale from California, referred to treatmeb.t as
gether as a community in the lecture hall each
the result of an iritervention initiated by her
morning and each evening. Though staffmemparents. She was a university student attending bers were present at community meetings, desher third year of undergraduate studies. Her ignated patients facilitated it. The patients orparents reported that Patty had dropped, most ganized their o'!Vn s~heciule of v?lunteer
of her classes and appeared to be very de- duties, verbalized community conDerns or
presse,d. Patty described herself to ~ intake grievances.' an~ recogriized significant acc<?mcounselor as a "binge drinker" and reported a plishments they had achieved in therapy.
, The daily schedule consIsted of a tWo-hour
history of clinical depression that dated ]Jack '
to childhood, though she had never been hos- ", cognitive-behavioral ~erapy ~oup, with no
,pltalized for her depression. Patty reported that more than ten patients assigned to each, group.
she lived by herself, off-campus, and engaged R~ferred to as "primary therapy", these groups ' ,
in a nurp.ber of self-destructive behaviors in were facilitated by a.' Master's level therapist.
'response to anxiety and depression. These be- Primary therapy 'was 'augmented daily by
haviors included cutting ~n her arms ,and legs small~r focus groups, often experi~Iitial in na"~ with sharp objects. She stated an ~lder brother,
ture, covering ,such topics as ,grief, spirituiility, ,
who was her only sibling, had sexually abl~sed trauma, and relapse' prevention. Therapeutic
fociIs
her when she was a child. Patty reported an recreation was offered as one' of
, increase in depression and anxi,ety secondary groups. Aii ~f the the~apeuti:c,. recreation

Background Information '

the
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gr:oups, were facilitated by a Masters le,:el
'Cer:tified Therapeutic, Recreation Specialist
, (CTRS). Additionally, some patientS received
weekly 1:1 therapy sessions with more highly'
trained staff, such as a'Ph.D.-Ievel therapist or
a psychiatrist, in' order' to explore issu~s ~uch
as sex~al cOI?pulsivity or the management of a
, mood disorder. ~,
The overall philosophy of the trea,tment
center was based on the medical model of
illness' and treatment Each patient r~celved a
diagnosis from the Diagnostic arid StatisticaJ
M!IDual of Mental Disorders (DSMIV-lR) as
well a,s a corresponding treatment plan listing
specific problems, objectives and methods of
therapeutic intervention. The 'average length of
stay for a patient was twenty-eight days.
,

'

Case Report
Assessment
Op. her third day in treatm'ent, Patty was

adrimst~red a leisure assessment by a CTRS.
She filled out, a two-page: questionnaire designed to assess her recreation int~rests in four
different areas: physical, creative, cognitive
and social. Though Patty expressed some interest in all foUr areas, she clearly favored the
creative and c'ognitive categories. When asked
specifically to list acti':'ities she enjoyed par,ticipating in, she wrote: reading, films, and
creative writing. When asked what she needed
to do to fe:el good about hers'elf, she v.:rote: To
not' have been abused. B,e productive cretitivrdy. Exerclse.·
'
, When asked to <Jescribe current limitations,
as r~lated to leisure 'and recreation, Patty stated
that'thrush and herpes had prevented p.er from
participating in physical activities, such as
swimming and yoga. This information was
confllIDed during her hi.story and physical examiriation 'conduct~d by a medical, doctor.
Patty h~d a numb,er of.biomedical conditions,
that would affect her participation in therapeutic recreati'on, i.e. reactive airway disease, ir-·
ritable bowel syndiome, atapical dermatitis,
and oral P~tus. '
Fourth Quarter 2003

Plan
. After tp.e assessment, the ClRS added an
additionai objective to the goals in Patty's
overall treatment, pl~. Her goals already iricluded extensive education about the disease
concept of addiction and the ability to verbalize recovery prone choices. Additionally, Patty ,
wou,ld explore the impact of traUma in her 'life, .
. utilizing methods such as psycJ;lO-clTama, and',develop 'more 'effective coping skills ill resp0:b.se to uncomfortable feelings.. Corriplementing this last goal, the ClRS added that
Patty would develop positive recreational ac;:- ,
·tivities to use as effective coping skills and she
would develop a written plan designed,to h~lp
her structure her free time after discharge from
treatment. '
To accomplish these objective~ relating to
therapeuti~ recreation, a number of methods
and interventions were utilized. Patty was re, ferred to two leisure education focus groups; a
fitness awareness program which included use
of the-exercise room on campus and cardio, kickboxing classes off-campus; stress management groups, including yoga classes; an expressive arts therapy group and a creative
writing group; two small-group ses.sions 9n.a
ropes course; and finally, a community reintegration program that consisted of we'ekly outings to local attractions, such as a zoo and a
historic Catholic Mission.
.
In addition to sta£f-directed activities, Patty
was encouraged !o participate in events organize~ by her peers. Within a milieu of up to
fifty patients, she had the opporhmity to p,ar-,
ticipate in ad hoc v~lley ball games; play
horse-shoes; "free" swim; play board games or
card games; watch vid€os; complete jig-saw
puzzles; or take daily' walks on the grounds
with one or mor~ peers,
'
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The first interdisciplinary staff meeting of
Patty's progress in'treatment was attended 'by
her primary tht?rapist, her ,attending physician
and' psychiatrist, the ClRS and a' number of
other auxiliarY therapists, Patty's resistance,to
341
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the disease concept of addiction and the con- cho-educational lecture about the role of
cept of .m.ilie~ therapy, in general, was noted· healthy.recreation in recovery, but refused to
by her primary therapist. Patty had confided to ,participate in experiential components of -the
her therapist, during a 1: 1 session, that she felt lecture. Though she expressed inter~st in water
extremely embarraSsed and ashamed of being aerobics, yoga and kick-boxing, her me~cal
sexually abused by her brother. She also ex- conditions limited her ability to participate in
pressed !5hame about her cutting ,scars, which these activities. When presented with other
were quite vlsib~e and had prompted her p'eers activities by the CTRS, such as golfing at a
. to 'ask questions. Patty stated she feared being driving range o.r participating in New Games,
.judged by othe~ if she spoke about ~er abuse Patty ~eclined. As she had developed 'few
openly in ~ group setting"
significant bonds 'with her peers, even after
Furthermore, she complained of fantasiz- two weeks of treatment, Patty was not particing about cutting in response to the anxiety ipating'in the kinds of patient-directed activigenerated by her experiences in the social ties mentioned previously.
milieu. This thinking process ied Patty to beThe staff psyc40logist, presenting the relieve that she wasn't chemically dependent: as suIts of her MJY.[pI2; noted a significM.t degree,
many of het peers were, but a.' sexual abuse of social tension and distress in Patty, He
survivor first and foremost, who needed a ,believed she had experienced di:f:ficulty' fitting
treatment program that focused on that popiI- in socially as early as pri.:m,aiy school and
lation specifically. In an attempt to further suggested that Patty was probably more amevaluate how Patty's needs might best be met, bivalent about close emotional relationships
her primaiy therapist requested that Patty re- than she was able to report. The staff psychi~
ceiye further evaluation by the staff psychol- atrist -had adjusted Patty's medication, specifogist and psychiatrist, including c,ompletlon of ically her dose of gelexa, in an attempt to help
a Minn,esota M~tiphasic Personality Inven-relieve some of the physical symptoms of her
d,epression, such as insomnia. During a 1:1
tory II (MMPI2).
During a second, interdisciplinary staff session with her, the psychiatrist also noted
meeting regarding Patty's progress in treat- that Patty tended to see herself as needing
meni, approximately two we~ks after admis- something outside of the program, especially
sion, her primary therapist' noted that Patty in regards' to the group process. Patty comwas still not participating in the group process. plained of being unable ,to speak openly in
In the primary group setting, Patty and seven iroups, fearing that her peers would not be
other patients presented written assignments, able to understand her particular problems.
After two weeks ip treatment, Patty's parsuch as a time line of catalytic life even~s,
received feedback from peers, and processed ticipation ill recreational activity remained extheir here-and-now experiences of the social tremely limited. ~etween hel," physical ailmilieu. It was noted that Patty h~d disclosed no ments and her psychologicai resistance t9 the
significCiI).t info~ation about her treatment is- social milieu, Patty demonstrated a very limsues in group and would only speak in group if ited range of choices that she was willing to'
she wqe ,asked directly by her thenipist. She make in regards to therapeutic recreation.
'mad~ little eye contact wjth anyone in group.
.
Her feedback to peers was reported to be . ,A Revise«:i Therape'l:ltic Recreation
superficial. On tw9 occasions, she requested to
, Plan
be excused to the rest rO<?ID without re~g
for the rest of the session,
In reviewing Patty's initial leisure assess,During this staff meeting, the CTRS re- ment conducted by the CT~S, her primary
ported that Patty's participation in therapeutic thera~ist noted Patty's strong in~~r~st in liter'recreation was minimal. She attended ~ psy- ature and writing. In fact, Patty descr;i.bed her
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voc,ation as writing/studyi~g. Sbe had attended above, expressing enthusiasm, but also apprea number of creative writing workshops as a hension. Pato/ stated that most of her writing
college student and expressed some conii- was so personal, she rarely read it to other
dence in her ability to write poetry.
people.
.
In ,order to demonstrate the kind of work he
Her f'ru:nary therapist aske~ tp.e. author, a
, ~ubstance. ab~se counselor on staff with exten- intended to facilitate, the counselor read a
sive training in the language arts, to. utilize .- poeIJ? to Patty (G.ill;i.spie, 1999) and asked her
crea:tive wri~g as a means of engaging Patty to respond verbally in 'the feedback format' she
in a forin of therapeutic recreation. The coun- ~tilized everyday in primary group, a-format·
selor would meet with her individually, 'once that addresses four -basic questions:
9r twice a' week, encouraging Patty to write
'1. What.J see '.'
, about her here-and-now experiences of the
2. What I hear
social inilieu. He w'ould attempt to create a
..gr9wtb-p~omoting -environilient for Patty in
3 .. What I feel·
which her.'writing ,would be met with empathy,
4. How I relate
authenticity and unconditional positive regard
(Rogers, 1980).
The counselor chose a poem that would
"The goal was to help Patty learn to use her potentially resonate witl]. her treatment issues
interest in writing as an alternative to ineffec- and approximate her emotional experiences in
tive, self-destructive coping behaviors. For ex- some way (Leedy, 1969). In addition, the example, instead of responding to anxiety or ample chosen modeled the level of emotional
depression, by cutting on herself, Patty woUld candor that Patty would be encouraged to
engage in a writing exercise designed to con- emulate in her writing:
tain . uncomfortable. emotional experiences
Games We Played
(Adams, 1996). By utilizing a structured writing exercise, with a predetermined beginning
Sorry and T!ouble; Headache and
and end, she would be' able to explore her
Risk-each board game was a little facunc,omfoitable emotional experiences without
simile
of the mess we made at the end
becoming overwhelmed by them, thus avoidof
our
street. Yes, Mic;hael chopped a
ing a lapse into self-destructive behavior., In
bathroom door off its hinges-as my
addition, it was the staff's hope that Patty
older
br<;>ther David teased him-locked
would experience less 'shame when given the
inside.
My s;i.ster Kathy screamed until
.0Pportunity. to write about issues such B:S sexthey. quit-typical family scene together
ual abuse, and then process such writing with
.
,for
a summer, alone iiI the house. But
a, counselor, rather than ,discuss them in a
, best of friends by five o'clock playing,
. group. lITtimately, the treatment team exRisk in the kitchen when our mother
pected Patty to share more openly and .cancame home. We called her over to ask
didly during her primary therapy group as a
advice hiding our fear in concern for the
result <;>f her work with creative writing. The
dice,
We knew her rage-buried like a
trbatment team expect~d Patty's bonds to
bone.
Just our luck-:-how easily it be" deepen in the social milieu, thus'increasing her
came a' P~ of us.
.
participation in n::creatio~al activities.

Im:pleme~tat~on
Responding verbally in the feedback forDuring the first 1: 1 sessi(:>D,' the counselor _ mat, ~atty .immediately id~n1i?ed_ ~ith the.
communicated the plan to Patty an.d attempted children in the poem who w~e abusive tb each
to establish a'rapport with her. Patty agreed to other, but also "best of friends." Patty diswprk with writing in the manner discussed close,d her history of sexual abuse by 4er
Fourth
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K:lning thoughts (how bad life is)
brother, no"t41g that their r~lationship had not
always been characterized by abuse. She went '
Longing
on to describe her family life as an experience,
Mood swings
full of 'uncomfortable 'silences and ,secrets.
,Never ending thoughts
Ag,ain, Patty, related to the children in the
poem who never actu~y discuss their fear or
Open
anger with one another.
'
Participation or lack of
, Patty went on to describe herself as leam7
'Questioning everything
,ing how to wear f?-cades, ill her family, w4ich
often meant ignoring uncomfortable fe~lings
Resourceful.
and denying specific' events, such as the abuse
Stupid
from ,her brother. She acknowledged experiTruthful
enc~g difficulty in her current relationships,
Understanding sometimes
especially with her boyfriend, because of"her
'tendency to "shut dow~" emotionally.
Verifying statements
'. At this point, .the cOUJ]selor gave Patty a
Weird e, writing assignrrient to, complete during her free
Xperimenting with 'ideas
time that was typical of the kinds of exercises
,she would be encouraged to ufilize. The counYoung, schiselor dir~cted her to explore the various roles
. Zophrenic on occasion.
, that she had learned to play in lif~, and' the
In processing ,this poem with Patty the
'various ways she had le~ed to cope with
feelings, py following the structure of an "al- followiJ?,g week, the counselor encouraged her
phapbem" (Adams, 1998). The alphapoeio. re- to explore the words or phrases that related to
quires that an autho! write a twenty-s,ix line ,her current re1ationships in ~eatment. It was
free-verse poem, beginning each new line with, the counselor's view that Patty's ability to
a different letter of the alphabet. Th~ exercise develop insight into her social relatio,nships
provides an opportunity to explore a, subject wouid be essential to, helping her develop and
through free-association while also providing expand her impoverished view Of recreation as
containment by way of length restriction. " well lj.S lead her toward bealthier coping beUtilizing this structure, Patty created the haviors in general. For example, Patty avoided
follo~g poe~ during her free time in treat- many of the patient-dir~cted' actl viti~s in treatment:
ment, such as board games,' beGause of her
weak relationships with peers. Instead of adRoles I Have Played/Ways I Cope
dressing her' relationships' directly, and examining her own shyness and lack of self-esteem,
Anarchist
Patty had a tendency to devalue the activity
Bitch
itself stating it was not "deep" enough to be of
Cutter
intere~,t to her. During J:4eir session, 'the counselor directed Patty to explore words (-and
Drinking
roles). such, as Anarchist, Bitch, and HypocritEating Swings
iceil, encouraging her, to discuss how ,they
Figuring thiligs 01!t
inight haVe an impact on her abilitY to ¢onnect
with other people and experience satisfaction
. Genuinely different
j,n life.
'
Hypocritical
More importantly, ~e ~ounselo!", dire~~ed
. Interesting
Patty toward hopeful aspects of her poem in an
attempt to affirm her' personal ~trengths
, Joking
344
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(Mazza, 1999). She and her cou~selor explored .the ways in which her .poem actUally
demonstrated many of the positi>:e traits sh~
listed, for example, the word resourceful. To,
ward the t:?nd of her poem, Patty in fact demonstrated· a kind of resourcefulness as she bent
words ?round letters to make them fit into the
ruphapoem. Another. example was the word
.tru(hful. Throughout her poem, P1;ltty demon. strate9 candor in her wiJJ.illgness 10 reveal
negative' self-perceptions, such as stupid, hyp-'
ocritical, and weird.'
In addition to pursuing' specific writing assignments such as the alphapGem; the counselor encouraged Patty to keep' a personal
recovery journal. During the course of hentay
in treatment, he directed her to explore the
effects
that
.
. various entries had on her emotional experience, paying close attention to the
, events that prompted her to write as well as the
.emotions she experienced immediately after
writing. The counselor's intention was to ~elp
Patty uncover relationships be~een the structure or the style of her writing and the level of
emotional satisfaction she felt after completing
an e~try in her journal.
The following piece of prose, copied with
permission directly from Patty's journal, is an
entry she made during her third week of treatment, after a phone call to her mother:

[Untitled]
Take me away. Someone, anyone, please
rescu.e. me from this confinement. Rescue me
from the isolation of being in my head ...
Hey mom, you succeeded. I feel like shit. I '
. feel worthl~ss and a failure. You call me a liar
and I believe yOlJ even. though I'm not sure
why. Call me a bitch, whatever, everything
you say goes straight to my heart. because I
, lov~ you. I only pray that I don't end up like
you blc even though you can be a loving
person, your cruelty baffies my' mind ...
This entry in my jourria) is to you mom. I
hope you like it.
• ~sed with such raw emotion, Patty was
:' able to recognize this piece of writing as both .
a success and a, barrier toward her goals in

Fourth Quarter 2003 "

recovery. On the page, she was able' to artic-'
ulat~ her inner expenence openly and without
restraint. At the same time, Patty recognized
, thi'l-t her feelings of anger and despair actually
lncreased after she recorded them iIi her jour-,
nal. She d~scribed the experience as a "down-'
. ward spiral" and sta~~d that historically she
would drink or cut to numb such strong, negative emotions.
After processing this entry in a 1: J sessi~n,
the counselor encouraged Patty to begin e~
perimenting with various means of containment'in her Writing, especially' when experi. encing intense emotions. He suggested that
she. limit her journal writing to five-minute
intervals; utilize structures like the alphapoem, ,
or simply limit herself to Ii set number of lines
before she started writing.
Patty wrote the following piece in her journal during her fourth week of treatment, after
speaking with her boyfriend on the phone .
Attempting to utilize the concept of c?ntainment, her initial· goal was to write a poem
instead of a prose entry, 'and limit her piece to
fourteen lines:
0

•

Internal Music Where Do You PI.ay?
The tunnel of my heart
bu:rrows black and deep
to forgive and forget
,',
is not as easy as it sounds
Why do I fall silent
to the one who means the most

-

desperat~on

plays my mind

but no words to my lips
silent tongues do not help ,
for coII1.Illunication is what
we need.
Silence is never sweet

blc iny mind i~ always talking
I c~ only live in my thoughts
for the world

~ouri.d-.

has failed me:
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fill in ar~as of free time with a~tivities' that
were relevant to her, such as morning walks,
at!endance at AA. meetings,· and time with my
boyfriend. The CTRS assisted Patty in creating
a schedule of activities that repr.esented a ~
healthy b~ance between the p.l;tysical, creative; .
cognitive and social aspects of recr~atiori.. This
written pian 'incluaed continued' use of the
creative writing techniques Patty had' been
practicing in treatment.. .

standing of how writing can be safely integrated into therapy.
.
There an additional challeJ;lge, however,
for the CTRS who chooses to 'offer creative
'Jriting as therapeutic rec~eation within a social inilieu. Research indicates that milieu
theJ,"apy, in general, contributes to a stable
recovery from chemical dependency when
both social and psychologicai goals are successfully integrated by patients (De Leon,
'1988). Therapeutic" recreation is often a bridge
Implicati~ns for Practice
that helps patients link the social. and the
Research indicates that chemically depen- psychological goals in treatme~t (Hemingway,
dent individuals.such as Patty typically need to
1993). For example, shy patients may ·:find it
-easier to disclose significant clinical informa.~evelop positive ways· to structure free time
and cope with uncomfortable feelings or sitv.- tion about th~mselves to peers whi1~ partici-.
ations previously a,ddressed' through chemical pating in a community reintegration outing·
use (Rancourt, 1991). 'Patty's success in'utiliz- • than they would sitting in a structured therapy:
.ing structured writing exercises during. free group. When creative writing is utilized as
time as a means of managing uncomfortable therapeutic re'creation in 'the manne:r:.outlined·
. feelings demonstrates the efficacy of creative by this article, it is not a .social activity and .
Writing as a therapeutic recreation interven- does not necessarily lend itself to the develoption. However, it's important to note that re- ment of social-r:elationships. This. is a signifisearch ill the area ot'therapeutic journal writ- cant shortcoming for a patj.ent such as Patty
ing indicates that the act of writing itself does who came to treatme~t p~marily interested in
not. necessarily help patients achieve their recreational activities that were passive and
goals in treatment (Adams, 1996). Without did not require interaction wit!). other people.
structure and clinical guidance, the process of .Though Patty did <;levelop a significant rela"free writing" .during a 'time of emotionaJ dis- tionship yvith. a peer by way of her interest and
tress can actUally exacerbate uncomfortable participation in creative writing, it should be
feelings, which is an ~xperience that Patty noted that the counselor working with Patty
did not contribute to this directly.
reported having herself.
. For future practice:, this author recomFor the CTRS interested in helping patients
mends a more conscious effort be made to help
u~ze creative writing techniq?es as therapeutic recreation, there are two ·resources the au- . patients achieve soci~ as well as psychologithor of this article recommends. Kathleen Ad- cal goals when utilizing creating writing techams, founder of the Institute of Therapeutic niques. Patients such as Patty coul~ be encourJoumal Writing, has published a workbook aged to integrate their creative writing efforts
·titled The Way of the Journal ~at provides into more soc~al aspects of residential treatuseful guidance in utilizing creative writing as ment. This may include providing ail opportu--,
an effective, pati~nt-directed therapy. Nicholas nity for patients to read poems or journal
Mazza, founding mem1Jer of the Natio'nal As- . entries out loud in small groups, in community
sociation of Poetry. Therapy, has published· ": meetings or at graduation ceremonies held, for
book titled Poetry Therapy: Interface of the patients leaving treatment., In this maD:ner, cre. Art~ and Psychology that .also· provides guid~' ative writing techniques may help patients deance in the use of creative writing as an effec- velop more effective coping skills and also
.tive therapeutic tool. Thes~· two books will help them develop fuller and.more meaningful
,.
provide the CTRS with a fundamental under- relationships w:ith others.
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